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Ultimate Woodsball League Feeder Series, 2016 

3 & 5 player hybrid rules & regulations 

Introduction 

Ultimate Woodsball League Feeder Series (UWLFS) promotes safe, fair and competitive paintball  
games. The UWLFS efforts aim to make paintball more attractive for all players, and to help with the 
unification of a world paintball standard. The UWLFS encourages all participants to use proper care to 
make our sport safer, to wear approved goggles, block the barrels with barrel socks, keep the ball’s 
muzzle velocity within a safe limit, maintain gas cylinders, and follow all additional safety rules on the 
playing fields,  and players area. The UWLFS considers the safety and fair play as the priorities. 

The general idea of the UWLFS is a hybrid 3 & 5 player format of the UWL: 

• 3 or 5 player game in the woods. 

• Objective: to score as many points in 5 or 10 minutes by way of eliminations, pulling side flags, grabbing 
the center objective and or pulling the base flag. 

• 5 or 10 minute game. 

• No reinsert at 5 minutes after game start for hybrid. 

Spirit of the Game 

The UWLFS relies upon a spirit of sportsmanship that places the responsibility for fair play on the player. 
Highly competitive play is encouraged, but never at the expense of mutual respect among players. 
Wiping overshooting or other win-at-all-costs behavior are contrary to the spirit of the game and must be 
avoided by teams and players alike. Participants who do not follow this sportsmanship code will not be 
allowed to play in the UWLFS. 

1. Field Size and Requirements

1.1 Fields will be wooded and built to create an enjoyable environment. No inflatable bunkers will be  
      used. 

1.2 All game fields shall be free from anything that would pose an unnecessary risk to players, including 
      cliffs, areas with jagged rock. Etc. 

1.3 Taking into account terrain, cover, ability to move, fire lanes and topography, game fields shall be 
      balanced so that the better and more talented of two teams will usually win starting the game from 
      either team flag station. 

1.4 Fields shall be between 75 to 125 yards wide and 100 150 yards long. 

1.5 Staging Areas will be located at each end of the field near the team’s base. It will be netted so 
      players can take off their goggles. 

1.6 Start Line will be located near the Staging area and the team’s home base. 

1.7 The objective flags shall be located on the left and the right of the field and roughly equal distant 
      from the two home. The distance between the two objectives should be far enough so that visual 
      contact cannot be made from one objective flag to another. 

1.8 Home bases will be at each end of the field located near the start line and staging area 

2. Entry Fees 

2.1 Entry fee for Open 5 person $400.00 per team. Tactical 5 person $300.00 per team. Magfed, Pump 
     and 3vs3 Tactical 1 $200 per team. Events in the US will be bring your own paint, however the   
     sponsor paint available for pre purchase, will be reasonably priced, fresh and onsite.



3. Player Cards and Classification 

3.1 Each player on the roster will receive a position card prior to the start of the game. This card will be  
      worn on the players goggle strap. The card will contain the players number used to track his  
      personal stats. The card will also show what position the player is playing. The card is non 
      transferable during each game. No player will be allowed to play without the card. 

3.2 There will be five divisions – Open, Tactical, Magfed, Pump and Tactical 1 

3.3  An Open roster can have any number of over 40 Legends and 1 current pro player 

3.4  A Tactical Division Roster can have 0 pro players and one over 40 Legend. No one D4 or better. 

3.5  A Magfed or Pump Division Roster can have pro players and any number of over 40 Legends.

3.6  A Tactical 1 player is a “novice” player who has no tournament experience. See “Spirit of the 
       game”

3.7  A pro player is anyone currently on an NXL or Millennium team in the Pro, Div 1 or Div 2 

3.8  A Legend will be classified as anyone who played prior to 2002, in the woods in Pro Division or 
      Amateur A 

4. Rosters 

4.1 Teams may have up to 7 players on their roster, but may field only a maximum of 5 players. No   
      reinsertion in hybrid. 3 person can have 5.

4.2 No pit crew or coaching/coaches

4.3 All teams must submit complete rosters at the registration. A team’s rosters cannot be changed after 
the team plays its first game 

4.4 Each team must have 1 Captain, 1 Scout, and 1 Heavy Gunner. The scout starts the match 5 
seconds before the rest of the team. 

5. Ranking and Seeding 

5.1 Teams will be awarded seed points for placing at UWL and UWL sanctioned events. Seed point will 
be used to determine the UWL Champion as well as the UWL World Champion.

5.2 Teams will be awarded seed points based on their final finish at each event. 

5.3 Seed points for each event will be released at a later date. 

6. Games

6.1 Teams will play 6 preliminary round games against teams from their divisions and one other, except 
3v3. Example; Tactical will play one Open. Pump, will play one Magfed. 

6.2 Teams will qualify for the final rounds based on their win loss record, teams with the most wins will 
move on to the next round. Ties go to points then game winning time.

6.3 If there are less than 8 teams in the Division, top 2 teams will move on to Finals. If there are more 
than 8 teams in the division, the top 3 teams will qualify and play in a semi final round. In the semi 
Final round 2nd will play 3rd, with the winner moving on to play for first and second. 

7. Referee

7.1 Each field will be staffed with a minimum of four Field Referees plus one Head Referee. All Field 
Referees and Head Referees are under direct management of the Ultimate Referee.

7.2 Only referees authorized by the Head Referee of each field will be allowed to make calls on that 
field. 



7.3 All referees shall perform their duties and shall make decisions in an unbiased manner. If any 
referee is found to have been bias in his refereeing activities, for or against any team, such person 
shall be dropped from the referee staff for the remainder of the tournament. 

7.4 Referees will not provide information to teams during the game, except with respect to safety 
concerns, warnings, neutrality, and eliminations.

7.5 Referees will not, through action or inaction, deliberately reveal or conceal the locations or actions of 
players during the course of a game. Referees will not impede the progress of the game. 

7.6 All calls and judgments on a field are subject to the review of the Head Referee for that field. All calls 
and judgments made or approved by the Head Referee are final, and are not subject to further 
review and may not be changed except by him. 

8. Handicap

8.1 None. Straight up play. Wins, losses, points, then time. 

9.   Clothing  

9.1 Players must wear pants and shirts or jackets that fit well. Players may not wear oversized clothing.                                                           
If a judge deems that a players clothing is oversized, the judge may require new attire or make 
temporary adjustments using tape, pins, etc. 

 9.2 Players may not wear jackets and or pants, which are made out of highly absorbent material, such   
as felt or fleece, or of a highly padded or slick nature, such as nylon or rubber. If a player is found to     
be wearing such material, then he will be required to obtain and wear suitable replacement clothing. 
Players may wear tournament pants. 

9.3 Vests and pouches may not be constructed in such a fashion that they constitute padding. 

9.4 Players may use cloth, neoprene, or other material to cover the guns paint loaders. Neoprene and   
cloth tank covers are allowed. 

9.5 Players’ uniforms may not resemble the referees’ shirts.   

10.   Protective Gear  

10.1 Players must wear goggles manufactured for use in paintball games in good repair and with lenses     
that are not damaged. These goggles must meet or exceed ASTM Standards. Violation will result    
in an official warning given to the captain of the player’s team for the first offense. For the second 
offense, the offending team member will be excluded from playing the tournament.

10.2 Players must wear full-face and ear protection as it comes from the manufacturer original form. 

10.3 Barrel bags are required at all times except on the field or the target range. 

11. Marker 

11.1 Will be capped at 10 balls per second with no ramping, except for Heavy Gunner (no limit)

12. Equipment

12.1 Players may carry any number of pouches, clips or loaders.

12.2 Magfed teams may use radios. Other divisions can not. 

12.3 Players may carry extra constant air tanks. 

12.4 Two live players may exchange equipment. A dead player may not exchange/leave equipment.

12.5 Players may wear forearm, elbow and knee protection, provided that the padding on such   
protection has not been modified from the manufacturer’s original form. Such protection may be 
worn over or under clothing.

12.6 Vests and pouches may not be constructed in such a fashion that they constitute padding. 



12.7 Equipment may not be left on the field before or during the match. Players will be instructed to pick    
gear up, and assessed a penalty if they do not do so.

12.8 Live players may not trade equipment with dead players. 

13. The Game

13.1 The game start. Flag stations will be determined by a coin toss prior to the start of the game. Coin 
toss winner will be able to decide on side of field. 

13.2 Each team is expected to report to the staging area for the applicable game field at least 10   
minutes prior to the scheduled start of the game. 

13.3 Teams may restock while in the staging area. Teams may take as much paint, and extra Co2/HPA 
as they can carry. Teams may not take refill stations, such as scuba tanks or bulk Co2 tanks into 
the staging area. 

13.4 Each player playing the period will be given an armband in his teams color. Armband is to be worn 
on the left arm above the elbow. 

13.5 Teams will be called out of the staging area several minutes before the start of the game. 

13.6 When the teams are assembled at their respective bases, the ultimate judge will give a 30 second 
warning countdown, as in, “Three, two, one, 30 seconds!“ Such countdown will be heard by both 
teams. 30 seconds later the ultimate judge will announce the start of the game, heard by both 
teams, by blowing a whistle or horn. The game will begin on that signal. 

13.7 Twenty-five seconds after the 30 second warning and 5 seconds before the start of the game the 
base judge will blow whistle or short horn sound, and scout will begin play. 

13.8 Players must have one foot in their start zone prior to the start of the game. Any player without one 
foot in the start zone at the start of the game will be eliminated. 

13.9 In the case of a false start teams may be called back and game start procedures started over. 

13.10 Players will have armband removed upon being eliminated, armband to be given to nearest 
  referee 

14. Game Stoppages 

14.1 Game stoppages will only occur in the event of an emergency. Only the Ultimate Judge has the 
authority to stop or end a game. 

14.2 If the game can be restarted, the clock will resume where it left off, and the game will begin with a 
re-break. At the start of the re-break, teams will remain in possession of any flags accrued before 
the game stoppage. 

14.3 If the game cannot be restarted, teams will receive credit for the points earned before the stoppage 
of the game, as well as points for flags owned at the stoppage. These flags will continue to accrue 
points equal to the remaining amount of time (games will run 10 minutes in length). 

14.4 Game stoppages will be indicated by the referees calling “Freeze!” Every player has to remain in   
the position he was in when the freeze call was made. 

15. Game End 

15.1 Games will end 5 or 10 minutes from the start of the game. Games will also end with the 
elimination of all players on the field and capture of all flags, or the capture of the home base 
regardless of other flags being swung. Points will be tallied and a win or loss given.

15.2 A game will officially be considered over when the Head Referee announces “Game over!” after  
the occurrence of any of the game-ending situations. However, players and their equipment can 
still be inspected even after the “Game Over” call. 

16. No Re-Insertion



17. Checkout Procedures 

17.1 Eliminated players have to wait in their dead box for the direct release command by their base 
marshal, even after “Game Over” has been announced.

17.2  After the game all live players must proceed directly to the nearest referee for inspection. 

17.3 Players may not re-enter the playing field without the permission of a Referee. 

18. On Field Chronographing 

18.1 Chronographing on the field may be done at any time at the discretion of any Field Referee to 
determine if a marker’s muzzle velocity has risen above legal limits. Referees will seek to perform 
on field Chronographing in a manner which least interferes with play.

18.2 Players with markers chronographed during a game at 300 feet per second or less will continue to 
play without elimination or penalty. 

18.3 Players with markers which velocity within 300-310 feet per second will be eliminated from play.

18.4 Players with markers, which velocity is over 310 feet per second, will be eliminated from play and   
given a One- for-One penalty. 

18.5 Players who are observed working on their markers during the course of a game, with the 
exception of cleaning paint out of barrels, loaders or feed ports will be immediately eliminated from 
play. Operating buttons in any way will only be allowed with agreement by a referee. 

19. Flags

19.1 There will be four total flags on the playing field. Two of these flags will be Objective flags and will 
start the game a neutral color. One flag will be the team home base and will start the home teams 
color. One will be the opponent’s base and will start the opponents color. The flags will consist of a 
pole with two flags of opposing colors attached to a rope.

19.2 An objective or base shall be considered captured as when that team’s flag color is in the top 
position on the pole.

19.3 Each field will also include a center objective. This is a onetime item left at the center of the field 
 so that both teams have equal chance of recovery. The Center objective will not be hidden. Center 
 objective is worth 4 points 

20. Paint Checks 

20.1 Paint checks are performed by judges for the purpose of determining if a paintball has broken and 
a player is marked.

20.2 Paint checks are performed by a judge when the judge has observed a player taking shots, or    
when shots are directed into an area occupied by a player that the referee cannot directly observe, 
when the physical location that a paintball may have broken on is not visible to the judge, or 
when the judge is directed to do so by another judge. 

20.3 Judges may, but are not under obligation to make a paint check after a player has requested one. 

20.4 Judges will make every effort to perform a paint check without calling a player neutral. A judge   
may declare a player neutral.

20.5 When a judge determines it necessary to call a player neutral, he/she will indicate this fact by 
standing over the player and shouting "Neutral!" 

20.6 Once a player has been declared neutral, he/she cannot be eliminated from the game and is no 
longer an active participant. 

 20.7 A player not declared neutral may be eliminated while being checked or moved on while being 
        checked. A player who moved during a paint check may be asked to move back at the discretion of 
        the judge. 



21. Eliminations 

21.1 A player is eliminated if a paintball shot by a live player of either team strikes and breaks on that  
player or anything he is carrying.

21.2 If the paintball strikes the player, anything he is wearing or carrying, but does not break, such 
player is not eliminated. If a paintball strikes another object first and breaks upon that object before 
marking a player such player is not eliminated. Generally, if the paint marking is reasonably solid 
and at least the size of a quarter, it will be considered a valid hit. 

21.3 If two opposing players are hit and marked, simultaneously, or if a judge cannot determine which 
player was hit and marked first, both players will be eliminated.

21.4 Judges will wipe splatter or non valid hits off a player at the time they are inspected. 

21.5 Players will be eliminated if their entire body leaves the playing field. Players will not be eliminated 
for crossing the boundary with parts of the body. The entire body, most go out of bounds.

21.6 Players may be eliminated as the result of a penalty called by a referee for infractions committed 
by teammates pursuant the provisions contained herein. 

21.7 Players who are eliminated are expected to immediately signal their eliminations may announcing 
“HIT“ or “OUT“ at the time of such eliminations. 

21.8 Such players must then remove their armbands, attach barrel condom and hold the markers in the 
air above their heads and exit to the team’s staging area immediately, by the most direct route or 
upon the instructions of a field judge. The eliminated player may not talk or otherwise 
communicate. 

21.9 Players without armbands will be eliminated. 

21.10 Players may not intentionally eliminate teammates. Players caught intentionally eliminating team 
  mates will have a one for one assessed.

22. Scoring

22.1 Scoring for all 5 person games will be points for flags, center objective and eliminations, and will be            
awarded as follows: A team will be awarded 15 points for either side flag being swung to a team’s 
color. A team will be awarded 45 points if it pulls its opponents base flag. A team will be awarded 15 
points for capture of center objective and returned to their home base. A team will be awarded 2 
points per elimination. For a total of 100 points. 

22.2 Points are awarded at the conclusion of the game by the Head judge. 

             22.3 Individual points will be awarded as follows: Home Base pull 10 points - Swing base pull 5 points -  
        Center objective 8 points - Win 2 points. 

23. Forfeits  

23.1 A forfeit will be declared for any game that a team fails to report in a timely fashion, or for any 
game in which a team refuses to take the field. 

23.2 In the event of a forfeit, the opposing team will receive 100 points. The forfeiting team will receive 
zero points for that game. 

23.3 Teams will not be able to replay a forfeited game once it has been declared such by the Ultimate 
Judge. 



24. Tie Breakers 

24.1 Tie breakers will be in this order: Head to head points scored in the event. Points scored   
        against. Fastest time. 1 vs 1 first pull swing base, spectator side of field.

– If more than 2 teams are tied after the above system is applied, go buy a lottery ticket.

25. Penalties

25.1 Players will be eliminated from the game if they engage in unsportsmanlike like conduct and can be 
       subject to further penalties.

25.2 Unsportsmanlike conduct may include, but is not limited to: Deliberately shooting at Referees.   
        Excessively shooting an eliminated player with the intent to cause injury. Requesting of paint    
        checks to distract judges from checking themselves/teammates. Verbally abusing any players,      
        spectators or Referees. Throwing equipment. Degrading players, judges, or spectators.

26. Assessment of Penalties

26.1 Assessment of the one-for-one penalty (the removal of the player committing the infraction and a 
       teammate) may take place for the following infractions: - Playing-On -- A player that continues to 
       play after an obvious hit is Playing-On - Physical Aggression -- A player attempts physical contact 
       with another person on the field in a hostile manner. 

       - Affiliated Spectator Interference. A spectator that is known to be affiliated with a team or player who 
         provides strategic advice. (Spectator is removed and player is eliminated) Tools, player         
         possesses, but does not use tools on playing field. Velocity violation, Shooting 310 FPS up to 319 
         FPS. 

      - Distraction Tactics -- Requesting a paint check to distract a Referee from a hit on player or a   
        player’s teammate. Freight Training, A separate infraction is called for each player participating in 
        the freight train. Each failure to obey a referee’s instructions. Shooting more than 10 balls per 
        second. 

26.2 Assessment of the three-for-one rule (the removal of the player committing the infraction and three   
        teammates) may take place for the following infractions: - Playing-On - Player fires marker after 
        acknowledging elimination, with the intent to eliminate an opposing player. - Wiping - Player 
        deliberately removes paint in order to avoid elimination. - Shooting over 319 - Any team who 
        during a single period of the match has more than one gun violation. 

27. 3 vs 3 Game Rules

27.1 3 vs 3 Tactical 1 (See player description) Pump and Magfed games will be a 5 minute game, center 
flag objective. Where a player must pull the flag and hang on opposing base. If player is eliminated 
while pulling flag, or advancing with the flag, he or she must stop immediately and hold flag in air 
until flag is either taken by a teammate or an opposing player. There can be one heavy gunner for 
MagFed and Tac1 not pump. There will always be one scout and one captain.

27.2 Scoring will be as follows: 15 points first pull, 5 points for second pull, 35 points clean hang, 15   
points per elimination.



Proposed prize packages

3 vs 3 Tactical 1 
1st ….......3 cases of 4 star or sponsor soft goods or starter pkg + trophy or pendant and Team photos
2nd …......$75 off NEXT event in the series, plaque and Team photos
3rd …......$50 off NEXT event in the series

3 person Magfed
1st ….......$100 cash, 3 cases of 4 star, trophy or pendant Team photos
2nd …......$75 off NEXT event in the series, plaque and Team photos
3rd …......$50 off NEXT event in the series

3 person pump
1st ….......$100 cash, 3 cases 4 star, trophy or pendant and Team photos
2nd...........$75 off NEXT event in the series, trophy or pendant and Team photos
3rd...........$50 off next event in the series

5 person tactical
1st ….......$150 cash, 5 cases 4 star, trophy or pendant Team photos
2nd ….......$100 off next event in the series, 3 cases 4 star, plaque and Team photos
3rd ….......$50 off next event in the series

5 person open
1st ….......$250 cash, 5 cases of 4 star, trophy or pendant and Team photos
2nd ….......$200 off NEXT event in the series, 3 cases 4 star, plaque and Team photos
3rd ….......$100 off next event in the series

Series Grand Prize
5 person entry to THE MASTERS at BADLANDZ

Note: Prizes can be any GI/EMPIRE/TIPPMAN paint and or hard or soft goods.

Minimum 5 teams registered per division for cash portion of prize package


